
Lockdowel Names Stephen P. Anderson CEO
Lockdowel’s new CEO ready to help cabinet, furniture
and closet customers improve productivity

FREMONT, CA, USA, September 19, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Lockdowel Inc., the glue-less, tool-
less fastening company that is propelling the woodworking industry to simpler lower cost

Lockdowel enables simple,
fast assembly, installation
and RTA shipping. By
providing glue-less, tool-less
fastening, Lockdowel is
helping companies take
much of the waste and time
out of production.”

Stephen P. Anderson,
Lockdowel CEO

assembly, announces the addition of Stephen P. Anderson
as the company’s CEO. 

Anderson is an expert in increasing company value
through customer focus, employee engagement, and
continuous improvement through lean implementation.
He brings more than 25 years of experience leading
private, public and family-owned building and wood
product companies-including Enkeboll Designs, Pergo, and
Wellborn Forest Products. Anderson has learned that lean
principles and practices can be applied to any business
and business process, and is looking forward to working
with the team at Lockdowel to make the company the
preferred source for woodworking fastening systems. He
holds a Masters of Management and an M.B.A. from the

Drucker School at Claremont Graduate University in Claremont, California, and a B.S. in
Psychology from Adams State University in Alamosa, Colorado.

“Lockdowel enables simple, fast assembly, installation and Ready-To-Assemble shipping.  By
providing a glue-less, tool-less fastening method, Lockdowel is helping companies take much of
the waste and time out of their production.  Their quality improves with less rework and fewer
returns, and productivity increases significantly,” Anderson says. “I know many customers want
an invisible fastener that provides sturdy joints, and Lockdowel is a perfect solution.”

“I’ve seen a lot of exciting trends in woodworking, and a fastening solution that increases a
company’s capacity by 60% without adding headcount means it’s time to change the industry’s
paradigm.”

Anderson says customers are his number one focus and he will be talking with as many as
possible.  He encourages companies to call him to discuss their needs and how Lockdowel can
help them improve productivity and profitability:  (650)477-7112  ext. 101

About Lockdowel

Lockdowel manufactures glue-less, tool-less invisible fasteners and snap-in drawer slides and
hinges for fast and easy installation and assembly of cabinets, furniture and architectural
millwork. Patent pending.

Lockdowel 41920 Christy Street  Fremont, CA  94538, (650) 477 7112 www.lockdowel.com   See
Lockdowel fastening assembly at -- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ugLbDTTOtgU
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Lockdowel's new CEO Stephen P.
Anderson is ready to help cabinet and
furniture customers improve
productivity with Lockdowel fastening.
Lockdowel's glue-less, tool-less, slide-to-
lock, easy assembly reduces waste and
enables flat-packing.
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Lockdowel
405.641.9733
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